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Description 

Taking architectural models into simulation software is becoming a hot topic in the industry as 
companies are starting to include simulation in their BIM efforts. This class will describe the 
different tools involved in going from a full Revit model to Autodesk CFD results, optimizing both 
transition and setup. The workflow will be based on real examples from the industry, stressing the 
importance of following best practices to reduce project time and costs. The class can be taken 
as documentation and a great set of tips and tricks to take models from Revit software to Autodesk 
CFD software for future AEC projects. 
 

Speaker(s) 

Gilberto Fernandez is a Designated Support Specialist within the Autodesk Customer Success 
Services organization. Having an engineering background, he has vast experience in the field of 
Computational Fluid Dynamics. Previously he worked doing consultancy projects and having 
several roles in Technical Support. Mainly Gilberto's role is to lead the way technically with 
Autodesk Premium Customers, in terms of Simulation solutions. His main specialisation is CFD, 
and he is heavily focused in being an advocate for the use of CFD for AEC/BIM. 
 
Nabil is a Piping Engineer working as Designated Support Specialist at Autodesk WWFO since 
2011. He is actively supporting piping interoperability features in Autodesk products portfolio such 
as AutoCAD MEP, Revit MEP, AutoCAD Plant 3D, Inventor Routed Systems and BIM 360 family. 
Previously 11 years background in various projects as consultant for EPC in Oil & Gas, Water, 
Chemical and R&D for food industries, from the process to design implementation including 
superintendent roles. 
 

 

Learning Objectives 

• See real examples of the way Revit models are launched into Autodesk CFD  

• Learn how to recognize the tools available to prepare a real model to simulate  

• Learn how to apply the relevant changes to Revit models so they are ready for 
simulation 

• Keep the material as documentation for future Revit projects 
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Introduction  

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical analysis 
and data structures to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid flows and heat transfer. The 
fundamental basis for the CFD problems are the Navier-Stokes equations. Through a numerical 
approach and matrix algebra, iterative calculations are performed to simulate the interactions of 
fluids and solids, with specific conditions defined. 

 

Autodesk CFD Description 
 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical analysis 
and data structures to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid flows and heat transfer. The 
fundamental basis for the CFD problems are the Navier-Stokes equations. Through a numerical 
approach and matrix algebra, iterative calculations are performed to simulate the interactions of 
fluids and solids, with specific conditions defined. 
  
Autodesk® CFD software provides computational fluid dynamics and thermal simulation tools to 
help you predict product performance, optimize designs, and validate product behavior before 
manufacturing.Autodesk® CFD can be used throughout the design process: 

• Concept Phase - try new ideas and study trends to determine how your ideas behave in 
the real world.  

• Development Phase - study the effects of design changes and to arrive at a design that 
delivers the desired performance. 

• Marketing Phase - create images and videos that show the merits of your design. 

 

Autodesk CFD 2019 User Interface 
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CAD Model and need to associate 
 
CFD simulations need a CAD model to be brought into the software, as the equations need to be 
applied to a Volume of Control, and this needs to be defined within a 2D or 3D model. What should 
the CAD model look like? An effective simulation starts with good CAD techniques both in terms 
of model integrity and proper creation of the flow region. The first step is to design your CAD 
model for the flow analysis. This means modeling the flow geometry and optimizing the model for 
simulation. 
 

Optimizing the Model for Simulation 
 
The main problem here is that production-level geometry contains lots of features that 
will result in unnecessary complexity for the simulation model. Complexity will mean an 
excessive mesh and subsequently an excessive time to solve and have final results. 
 
In order to save time and computer resources we can eliminate these features as long 
as they are not too significant for the simulation.  
 
Certain general tips include the following: considering only critical portions, create simple 
versions of features and parts, eliminate interferences and closing small gaps. 
 

 
 

Example simplification of a CAD model 

 

Assessing the model – MAT (Model Assessment Toolkit) 
 
Some geometrical features can be very small, and very difficult to locate, and there is a 
need to interrogate complex models for small and potentially problematic features. This 
is precisely the purpose of the Model Assessment Toolkit.  
When launching a model from the CAD system, or opening a model within the CFD user 
Interface, there is the option of going through the MAT to assess the model.  
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Accesing the Model Assessment Toolkit in Revit 

 
The toolkit looks for these issues: small edge lengths, surface slivers, part gaps, model 
slivers, model gaps and interferences. 
 

 
 

Model Assessment Toolkit user interface 

 
It is crucially important to notice that the Model Assessment Toolkit does identify the issues 
but does not provide the tools to fix them. These need to be fixed in our CAD system, or 
in one of our tools, like Autodesk SimStudio or Fusion360.The big challenge then will lay 
on how to change the model in Revit in order to make it simple as well as physically 
significant. 
For more information this, please use the link: Use the Model Assessment Toolkit  
 
 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-13936C3E-D5D7-48E3-872B-987BA04ED692
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Modelling the flow region 
 
As we mentioned above, Autodesk CFD needs a flow region to be defined, to apply the 
equations to it. Most CAD models do not include this feature, but there are different ways 
to create this flow region: 
  

- Generate the flow volume in the CAD system – This method has the advantage 
of having the flow region already in the CAD, and it improves control over size 
and position of them. On the other hand, sometimes generating the flow within 
the CAD may be a difficult and complex task. 
 

- Having a void airtight and letting CFD to void-fill it –  CFD automatically creates 
parts to fill any void space in a model. These are included only in the design 
study, not in the CAD model. The main advantage is simplicity to generate the 
parts to close the voids, and also the shape without interferences is a great 
plus.  
 

 
 
As per the disadvantages, this method includes extra parts in the CAD model, 
and there are cases where we may want to suppress them. Also, there can be 
small gaps that are difficult to spot or to close. 
 

- Create the flow with the Geometry Tools within CFD – The void can be 
generated within CFD by building planar surfaces on our model. After all the 
surfaces of the void are closed, a flow volume can be generated by void-filling. 
The main advantage is the exact shaping and not having extra CAD parts. The 
disadvantage is the limitation of building the surfaces as being planar and also 
for the external volume we have some limitations in terms of the precision of 
the outer volume. 

 
For a standard Revit model, the second method would be the preferred one, given the 
complexity of filling complex shape voids and the simplicity of generating closing parts for 
the clearances within an architectural model. 
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Revit Model 
 
Revit is a design and documentation platform that supports the design, drawings, and schedules 
required for building information modeling (BIM). BIM delivers information about project design, 
scope, quantities, and phases when you need it. 
 
As you work on the building model, Revit collects information about the building project and 
coordinates this information across all other representations of the project. The Revit parametric 
change engine automatically coordinates changes made anywhere. 
 
Revit works with projects, and within the project, it works with three types of elements: model 
elements, datum elements, and view-specific elements. These elements are also called families. 
The family contains the geometric definition of the element and the parameters used by the element. 
Each instance of an element is defined and controlled by the family. 
 

 
Elements for Revit 
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Revit works in a parametric way, so when something changes at any time anywhere in the 
project Revit coordinates that change through the entire project. 
 
In Revit, the elements determine their behavior largely from their context in the building. The 
context is determined by how you draw the component and the constraint relationships that are 
established with other components. Often, you do nothing to establish these relationships; they 
are implied by what you do and how you draw. In other cases, you can explicitly control them, by 
locking a dimension or aligning 2 walls, for example. 
 

 
 
 

Launching from Revit to CFD  
 

Process of launching – Designs and Scenarios 
 

There are several ways to transfer your geometry model into CFD: 

1. Launch from CAD. This method is the most useful for performing multiple design changes. 
As you introduce design variations, CFD automatically assigns the settings from the original 
simulation model to the new one. This associativity ensures consistency between your 
simulations and reduces the amount of setup time needed for subsequent design iterations. 
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2. Launch from a geometry file. This is the most flexible method. With this method, you open 
the CAD geometry file directly from a local folder or from Vault, without having to open the 
model in a CAD system. 
 
 

3. Open into a CAD Reader. There are several options within Autodesk for opening a CAD file, 
mainly our two recommended ones would be Fusion 360 and SimStudio. Both products 
support many different file formats, and give us the possibility of modifying-simplifying the 
model and launching from them 
 

4. Mesh Import. With this method, you can create a design study from a meshed file created in 
Ideas or Nastran. 
 

For the purposes of this class, the focus will be on the “Launch from CAD” method and in particular 
from Revit. 

 

Launching from Revit 

Within Revit, the command to launch the model into Autodesk CFD is embedded within the software, 
and it is included under the Add-Ins tab. The corresponding dlls for the addition of the relevant panel 
is done automatically when Autodesk CFD gets installed. Within the installation, Revit is spotted, so 
the launcher gets installed. 

 

Configuration wizard when installing CFD 
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Under the Add-Ins tab in Revit, a panel can be seen with two main buttons: 

Active Model Assessment Tool – Launches the visible model into the MAT, to assess the model 
geometry before launching from there. 

Launch Active Model – Launches the visible model into the MAT, to assess the model geometry 
before launching from there. 

 

By default, when a model is launched, it immediately generates a single analysis model scenario to 
run. But the true benefits of Upfront CFD come from running multiple analysis to compare different 
alternatives, based on different designs and different operating conditions.  

Autodesk CFD works with a Design Study, and with multiple designs and scenarios included in the 
study. The hierarchical structure organizes the process into three fundamental levels: 

DESIGN STUDY – Main container of the analysis. Framework structure for definition and comparison 
of multi-level design projects. Design Studies contain Designs and Scenarios 

DESIGNS – Every unique geometric model is a Design. Each design represents a geometrical 
variation of our CAD system, and it is the next level down from the Design Study. Each geometry can 
contain one or more individual Scenarios referencing it. 

SCENARIOS – A scenario is an individual analysis, within a Design (geometry). Each scenario 
represents a study with different operating conditions- A change in scenario could be boundary 
conditions, materials, or mesh settings…. 
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Design Study Structure 

 

Need for associativity – Design changes 
 
As we have mentioned above, one of the key benefits of Upfront CFD is to be able to implement 
variations in the geometry and check the effects in order to help the decision making for the 
design.  
 
Given that we need to set up different models, based on potential modifications of the Revit model, 
associativity is one key feature for an optimum workflow between Revit and CFD. An essential 
requirement will be to recognize elements, names and their instances as much as possible. When 
design changes are implemented, a new modified geometry is copied on top of a “cloned” design, 
so the recognition of parts, surfaces etc…. is important to save time in the set up. 
 
There are also some automation tools within CFD like the Rules and Templates that can be 
applied to make the transition smoother and more automatic. 
 
Rules are associations between a Cad entity and an Autodesk CFD setting. We can set them to 
automatically assign settings to frequently recurring Cad components. Rules get applied 
automatically when a model is launched.  
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Example of rule creation 

 
A good example of this can be the automatic selection of Windows families to assign automatically 
a Glass material when launched. 
 
With good associative models, there is also an automation tool we can apply called Templates. A 
Template is a file that contains the model settings for one or more scenarios that define a design. 
As the settings need to be associated with elements, the associativity is also pretty important in 
this case. 
 
For more about automation tools, click here. 
 

Direct versus export – SAT launching and using other Autodesk CAD tools 
 
There are other ways to launch he Revit model into CFD, and those can be done through 
exporting the visible model into a .SAT file and then, there are two different options: 
 

- Opening the .sat file directly 
- Using other CAD tools (SimStudio/Fusion360) 

 
If a SAT file is used, the Revit export to the .sat file loses any name associativity, as it works with 
different tag ID systems, so every part is going to be considered as “Part XX”, or as “Component 
XX”. For doing design changes, the .sat file export is not recommended, as the chance of having 
the need to redo the setting up are high. 
 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-B6BDAC81-4F0A-4F11-832C-6CA84568429C
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Once the model is exported, CFD can load it directly, where all potential modifications need to 
be done through our limited Geometry Tools within CFD (only possible to void-fill or generate an 
external volume). 
 
The SAT file can be opened using other CAD tools, like SimStudio Tools, or Fusion 360 
 

 
 

SimStudio Tools launch options 

 

 
 

Fusion 360 launch options 
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If the option is to export the Revit model as a SAT file, the option of opening it with other CAD tool 
would be preferable, or more recommended. Reason for it would be that although the export 
causes a loss of the associativity, once we have a saved file within SimStudio/Fusion, we could 
consider this the basis for our modifications and comparisons, and associativity for future changes 
can be easily done, with simple CAD tools and skills. 
 

CFD Interpretation of a Revit model  
 

The key issue for an optimum transition between Revit and CFD and the basis for our set of Tips 
and Tricks is the way that Autodesk CFD interprets the Revit model and its features. There are 
quite a few considerations, and a few challenges to overcome. The knowledge of the limitations 
of the software and the translator will give us the best insight to take action for the optimum 
transition. 
 

View interpretation and hidden objects 
 
Revit models can be launched into CFD. Full projects and families can be launched and out of all 
Revit elements, CFD will interpret ONLY the active view, and within it, only actively visible 
elements will be taken into account. Annotations, auxiliary items and references that can be seen 
while editing will not be featuring in the model to be launched. Hidden objects and elements will 
not be part of the CFD model. There is no need to suppress/delete feature in Revit, as they will 
not be taken into account. 
 

 
 

Revit visible model with Active view 
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Interpretation of families and instances 
 
Revit families will be interpreted as separate parts. If we have multi-part families, or nested ones, 
these ones will be divided into individual volumes, and each one will be a component in CFD. The 
instances will also be taken as separate volumes. Regarding the interpretation of CFD, families 
and instances within the families are going to be completely detached and unlinked in CFD. 

Family names 
Once Autodesk CFD understands the family, the naming convention will be based on the 
full family name, including all nesting, starting from the Family Type, then the family name, 
and then if we have sub-names or instances, it will be also included in the name. This can 
lead to long names 

Instances of the families 
Instances of the same family are going to be read as separate volumes, with the naming 
being repeated, only with a different tag within CFD, to distinguish them. The instances 
will be unlinked to one another, so whatever operation we do in CFD will affect the single 
instance. 

 

 
 

Interferences 
 
Interferences within the Revit model are allowed and understood by CFD. The way the 
interference gets interpreted is that if we have Family 1 and Family 2 interfering, there are going 
to be three distinct parts generated: 
- Family 1-Family 2- the part of Family 1 that foes not interfere with Family 2 
- Family 2- Family 1- the part of Family 2 that foes not interfere with Family 1 
- The intersection of Family 1 and Family 2 
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Example of an interference in Revit 

 

 
 

CFD interpretation of the Revit interference 

 
In terms of the naming, the name of the intersecting part will be taken as Family1 type:Family1 
Name_U_Family2Type:Family2 Name. 
 
If there are multiple intersections, this will be taken same as multiple instances of the same family, 
and the name is going to be the same 
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Errors when interpreting – (Lost in translation) 
 
When Autodesk CFD receives and interprets a Revit model following its launch, there are some 
limitations and issues that need to be acknowledged and avoided if possible, through 
workarounds and with our tips and tricks. 
 

Associativity general error 
When the command “Launch the Active Model” is run, sometimes, in some models, we 
see an error regarding the Revit API associativity being lost. The error dialog is shown 
below 
 

 
 

This in itself is not a major problem when recognizing the geometry, as all detail will be 
recognized, but then, when the model gets to CFD, every volume is recognized as *CAD 
Volume* which is the way the software lets us know that the part has an unknown name. 
The difficulty here will be to recognize different parts, and to be able to group them or 
select them using the Design Study Bar. Also, in terms of associations for geometry 
changes, it is not certain that the same part will be tagged with same ID in CFD. 
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This error can happen due to a few potential reasons: 
- Imported drawings in the background 
- Built-in families- Geometry that is built in-place within the project, as it is a 

single instance not set into a family can generate the associativity problem 
 
In order to avoid this error happening, we could simplify and get rid of the drawings on the 
background or we could simply arrange it so we copy all geometry into a new project. 
Usually this technique can solve the general problem. (There are more of these tricks in 
next chapter to try and tackle the problems) 
 
Also, as a general rule, when we have CAD drawings attached to the model, this can 
generate trouble or corrupt the model interpretation for the CFD. 

 

Part name length limitation 
 
There is a limitation in place within the new version of CFD (2019) that we need to 
consider, and this refers to the name length of the volume parts. When the part name is 
longer than 63 characters, the software fails when launching. It is something to get sorted 
within CFD 2019 but in general, there is a need to be careful about the way we handle 
names in Revit. For this, we need to consider that the full name of the part in CFD contains 
the family type, name and instance. 
 

Interferences 
 

Interferences, as it was referred in the CFD interpretation, are understood OK, and do not 
represent a problem in themselves, when it comes to translate the geometry. However, 
there are two potential issues when having interferences: 

- Interference names are taken as Part1_U_Part2, so the name length issue can 
get a little worse. 

- Interference parts can be at times very small volumes, so this will be 
contributing to having a bigger mesh, adding unnecessary elements to it. 
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Non-standard objects (MEP, piping, linked, etc..) 
 
MEP Objects were not taken as visible ones in previous versions of Revit, but they are 
interpreted as standard ones now. So, ducts and MEP Fabrication models are 
considered standard parts, and get generated in CFD. 
 
Pipes and Pipe fittings types are not exported into CFD. Mainly this can be a good thing, 
since most times they are simply attached to walls, or internal, and will not be influencing 
our flow. But in the event that they are found significant, they should be transferred to a 
different family type, or they would need to be redrawn. 
 
Linked parts/models – These ones are going to be taken as separate parts, but the 
same as the standard model ones, following the same rules, as long as they are visible 
 

Complex parts – Taken as Unknown(*CAD_Volume*) 
 
There are some parts that although the whole model keeps the associativity, they get 
interpreted as Unknown, or as CFD takes this, *CAD Volume*.  
It has been identified that parts that are generated and drawn using multi-sketch profiles 
tend to be recognized wrongly. A good example is given below, where these sweep is 
made out of three sketches featuring the same sketch drawing: 
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Tools for preparing Revit models: 

 

Active view set up – Hiding objects 
 
As the launcher for CFD works only with the active view, it will be a great tool to use, since we 
can use a relevant view specifically to show only the elements that can be considered significant 
and relevant to represent the physical model.  
 
The workflow should start by going to the main 3D view and go to Duplicate View (under the View 
tab), to generate a copy of the view to work on. Then, hiding elements, or full selections can be 
done, to simplify the model. It must be noted that suppression/deletion is not needed, so all Revit 
features will be maintained, only just not shown for the specific “CFD View” that gets generated. 
 

 
 

Duplicate view for generating the CFD view 

 

Section box and selection box 
 
A Section box is a tool that can apply to a 3D view to limit the geometry shown in the view. The 
edges of the Section box will act as cutting edges for the elements to show. To display the Section 
box, we need to go to the 3D view properties and there is an option to tick ON the Section box, 
and it will be displayed. If it does not display, it might be under hidden elements. When a section 
box is first displayed, the extents of the visible geometry are used to define the extents of the section 
box. Select the section box and use the grip controls to resize the extents.  
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In some cases, such as working in a perspective view, it can help to use the ViewCube to navigate 
the view to a direction where the section box is more easily adjusted, and then navigate back to the 
original view direction. A section box can also be applied to a selection set. Select elements in the 
view, and then on the Modify tab, click Selection Box. The elements in the extension define the extents 
of the section box. 

The selection box tool can be used in 2D view. When used in a 2D view, the section box is applied to 
the default 3D view of the project. If there is no default 3D view, one is created. 

Use a section box in your views to isolate geometry, to help you work in the view and to present the 
target part for our simulation. 

For an explanatory video, click here. 

Interferences – detect and solve 
 
As mentioned in the CFD interpretation part, interferences may not be a big problem for CFD, as 
they are understood as separate volume parts on their own, and they will be treated same as the 
rest of the geometry. But given that the interferences can be unintentional, and not wanting 
surprises within the model, particularly in the likely circumstance of the interference being very 
small in size, it is better to detect them. There will be several ways to detect and check. 
 

Interference detection – Revit Interference Check 
 
The detection of interferences can be done, and it is very recommended to do so, within 
Revit, using the Interference Check tool, under the Collaborate tab.  
The Interference check will give the option of selecting some elements beforehand, or to 
open a dialog where the relevant families can be selected for the detection. Usually 
selecting all will provide with all interferences within the current project. 
 
 

https://help.autodesk.com/view/RVT/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-787A15B5-773E-4385-A765-7889D1C64475
https://myshare.autodesk.com/:v:/g/personal/gilberto_fernandez_autodesk_com/EdNhDMSSg35JgMItBY8Bge4Bi9FKAV4s297pdRMHbdOfpA?e=vZywVX
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When getting the results, the significant elements interfering can be clicked within the 
results dialog, so they will get highlighted in the active view. 
 
 

 
 
A report can be exported too. This will become really handy to check on the family names 
given we have some current limitations with the part names in CFD. A sample report is 
shown next page. 
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Interference detection – Model Assessment Toolkit 
 
Interferences can also be checked and quantified passing the model through the CFD 
Model Assessment Toolkit. The clashes between parts can be properly highlighted and 
isolated.  
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This method is also recommended to be used in conjunction with the Revit interference 
check, as with this method we can get dimensions and sizes of the very small 
interferences, and those ones are the ones that are potentially dangerous for the CFD 
modelling and meshing. 
 

 
 
 

Solving interferences – potential automation 
 
In terms of fixing the interferences, the main worry needs to happen for small ones, where 
we have small size overlaps for some elements.  
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For those ones, the logical way to solve it will be to redraw and/or move the relevant 
elements, so we get to a point where the parts mate instead of colliding. This could be 
arranged changing parameters or changing the position for the element parts. We need 
to consider that these small changes in geometry are likely not to have any significant 
effect in the CFD results. Just imagine moving a HVAC device being moved a few 
centimeters. Influence of this will not be too significant, so the fix will make sense. 
 
For case where we have the ceiling interfering with a lot of fixtures that have instances 
around, we might be able to do a cut out with the relevant family instance, so it can be 
repeated around. 
 
This area can be considered a good area for improvement, and for potential automation 
using our programming tools like Dynamo. 

 

Simplify families 
 
In most cases, defeaturing can be one the key points for simplification of Revit models to prepare 
them for Simulation. One good example are doors and windows. In reality for the simulation we 
are not interested that much on things like the handles of decorative stuff, and in terms of 
windows, details about the glazing can be heavily simplified as well. There would be several ways 
to try and simplify these families. 
 

Generic within the family 
Within a family type, there are usually quite a few instances that are more generic, or more 
basic than a very detailed (and usually imported) feature. If one could manage to get the 
equivalent defeatured family with the same dimension, that would be ideal. In fact, 
sometimes, depending on the type of simulation we want to do, we would not even care 
for the dimensions, if it is simply a matter of closing the internal volume. Below there is an 
example of a generic door to be included replacing a more detailed one. 
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Sometimes we can also get a generic equivalent, and then customize the dimensions to 
fit the other door. This will be ideal, rather than having a smaller or larger dimension, as 
we might want to consider the difference of materials between the door family and the wall 
surrounding it.  
 

Detail Levels 
You can set the detail level for newly created views based on a view scale. View scales 
are organized under the detail level headings Coarse, Medium, or Fine. When you create 
a new view in your project and set its view scale, its detail level is automatically set 
according to the arrangement in the table. 
 
By predefining detail levels, you can affect the display of the same geometry at different 
view scales.You can override the detail level at any time by setting the Detail Level 
parameter in the view properties. 
 

 
 
Detail levels are a key tool for simplifying the Revit model, as we can keep the right level 
of detail for families in the revit standard view, and then have a Detail level as simple for 
CFD. 
 
The detail can be controlled, being able to defeature and/or edit/redraw for different detail 
levels, so for a window, we can have the fine detail, but then redraw a simple box of the 
same dimensions for the Coarse level. It is also a big advantage that some default generic 
families already have the detail levels “built into them” 
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Closing gaps easily 
 
A crucial trick for the simplification of the Revit model will be closing the clearances that are 
present in the normal views of the model. In general, some of the models are not generated 
thinking about having airtight volumes, as we do require certain clearances. A typical example is 
a door, where if modelled in detail, will feature a clearance with the floor, usually a very small 
one (generating even a worse effect for CFD purposes).  
 

 
 

To be able to close the gaps, the main trick will be to go to properties and/or edit the family. 
Usually, going to a different view, we can see the actual references, constraints, etc… In here the 
modifications take a little but they are simple, as it is modifying simple parameters. 
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Sometimes, for the door clearances, it is convenient to actually draw a simple volume to close the 
gap, but keeping I different from the door part, so we have the option to consider that extra part 
in CFD as air, and to put an inlet, or an opening so air can come in. For this, what would be 
needed would be to include an extra feature like in the picture below. 
 

 
 

This process of closing small clearances can also be subject to automation and/or programming, 
as it would be simply a parametric change, where we simply match dimensions, or reduce the 
Fuge numbers to 0. 
 
There can be some other circumstance where we would need to close some gaps, and that would 
be the case where a floor/ceiling is needed. For this, a manual process must be done, drawing a 
new family to close the gap. As this one is normally not a process we need to repeat much around 
the model, we can consider it doing it on a particular basis depending on the model.  
 

 
 

It must be noticed that in these cases, the shape or the dimensions of the external part of 
flloors/ceilings are not going to be relevant, so the designer could have more freedom to draw 
without many of the normal dimension constraints 
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DYNAMO AUTOMATION 
 
Dynamo is a graphical programming interface that lets you customize your building information 
workflow. It is an open source visual programming platform for designers. It is installed as part of 
Revit. To access Dynamo, click Manage tab Visual Programming panelDynamo. 
 
If you want to learn more about generating scripts for Revit using dynamo, click here. 
 
To learn more about Dynamo in general, go to the following sites: DynamoPrimer.com  or 
DynamoBim.org 

 

 
Dynamo download page 

 
Using Dynamo, we will be able to implement automation in the processes and features that we 
have recommended for an optimum transition. 
 
A simple script can be found here, in order to check element names, to try and avoid the 
problem mentioned above, with the limitation of family names. 
 
Script Dynamo Link - LongName_Spotting  
 
 

https://help.autodesk.com/view/RVT/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-768D1E37-10CC-405D-A9D4-E2D5CF4224E5
http://primer.dynamobim.org/en/
http://dynamobim.com/
https://myshare.autodesk.com/:u:/g/personal/gilberto_fernandez_autodesk_com/ERfqHSNQw7JHvtZ9G2BbKCIBy2QK7Wad0uFdQ6hgeDaqHw?e=UdjvJj
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Brief description on how to set up a simulation in Autodesk CFD 

Once we have the CAD model into the CFD, let´s explain briefly how to set up a simulation in 
Autodesk CFD. Starting from the CAD model, there are some tasks that constitute the essential 
workflow items to set up a simulation.  
 
Tasks are recommended to be followed in sequence from left to right, in the task ribbon, within 
the Setup tab, as shown below. 
 

  
Tasks can also be followed from the Design Study Bar, from top to bottom. Then, for each task, 
there will be a “context ribbon”, where commonly used commands for selection and edition can 
be found 
 

 

1. The CAD Model 

It all starts with geometry. We have treated the fluid part generation earlier on. To recap on this, it must 
be mentioned that there are different ways to create a fluid part (our Volume of Control): 

1. Create it in CAD.  
2. Build volumes that "cap" the openings to make the volume "water tight."  
3. Use the Fluid Volume tool in Autodesk® SimStudio Tools.  
4. Use the Void Fill tool in Autodesk® CFD.  

Launch the model either directly from the CAD system or by opening the model file in Autodesk® CFD. 

To learn more about the CAD model for simulation, click here. 

2. Enter What You Know 

In this step, you describe the physical characteristics of the system. The key issue here could be 
generalized as “what do I know about the study?”. Typical related questions would be: 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-9A65BDD9-A15D-4F03-8175-DAC2EBDDFE83
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- what materials are involved in our system?  

- where is my fluid? Where does it interact with the solids? 

- what is generating the fluid flow? What is generating the heat transfer? 

- are the conditions of my problem changing in time, or are they stationary? 

- what are the conditions outside in the environment? 

- do I have any solids moving? If so, how are they moving? 

Going step by step, there are different task areas for setting what we know about a study. 

A. Materials and Devices 

Setup > Setup Tasks > Materials 

 

In this task we can define what flows through the device, air, water, etc., as well as the solid parts.  
Materials are physical substances, and there are two distinct material types in CFD: fluids and solids. 
Also, classified as Materials, we do have Devices.  

Devices are simplified models of physical devices, and they are used to simulate the presence of more 
complex devices, by modelling simpler geometry with a specific behavior. Within the Devices, we can 
count internal fans, centrifugal fans, resistances, check valves, rotating regions, Printed Circuit 
Boards, LEDs, Compact Thermal Models, Thermoelectric Coolers, Heat Exchangers, and Heat Sinks. 

Materials and Devices are assigned and created using the same methods and dialogs. Materials and 
devices can be taken form a big Default database of materials and devices, taking lots of typical 
materials in industry with standard properties. 

 

Materials can be customized, edited and created from scratch, by defining the relevant type and the 
parameters that define them. 

To learn more about materials, click here. 

B. Boundary Conditions 

Setup > Setup Tasks > Boundary Conditions 

 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-9F2AC4AC-B064-4D05-B886-CA8E891F89A7
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The Boundary Conditions define the inputs of the simulation model. Describe the flow at the openings 
and heat transfer wherever heat enters or leaves the system. These conditions specify the things that 
one knows about the model, and how it connects with its surroundings. For example, a typical condition 
is an inlet or outlet of flow, or a temperature boundary condition. So, inherently, we are not interested 
in what happens externally, but we impose the interaction between the surroundings and the model at 
its external surfaces. 

There are also volume boundary conditions, particularly for heat generation, but again, it is only a 
matter of inputting from external sources, in this case, heat. 

 

Boundary conditions can be defined as steady-state or transient, depending on its variation with time. 
Steady-state BCs will model persistent conditions, whereas transient ones model things like events or 
cyclical phenomena. 

Initial conditions can also be set only to be active at the beginning of the simulation.To learn more 
specifics about boundary conditions, check the CFD Help system by clicking here. 

C. Meshing the model 

Setup > Setup Tasks > Mesh Sizing 

 

Meshing is the process by which the model is broken into small pieces called elements. The mesh will 
comprise mainly tetrahedral elements, and each corner of the elements will be called a node. The 
solver will calculate the variables for all the nods within the mesh. So it can easily be figured why the 
meshing process is so important for the simulation. 

Most studies can be mesh-sensitive, so for a good analysis some tests with refined meshes need to 
be done in order to check the influence (or rather lack of it) of the mesh. 

Within CFD the process is almost entirely automatic. Actually, the automatic process is the sizing of 
the model, where CFD will generate a distribution of elements by interrogating the geometry and 
following a set of rules for the transition from complex geometry in certain areas to simple ones. 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-F1CF2005-3FD3-4A0C-9224-0093F875D697
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As per most processes within Autodesk CFD, meshing has a lot of automatic settings, but it also 
contains quite a few advance controls like tools for refinement, local regions, transition parameters, 
boundary layer, etc… 

 

To learn more about meshing, click here. 

3. Run the Simulation 

Setup > Simulation > Solve 

 

For solving, Autodesk® CFD uses an iterative calculation process. This means that the solver 
computes a solution in many small steps (iterations). Throughout these steps the solution evolves. 
After some number of iterations, the solution does not change anymore, and is considered 
"converged."  

There are different parameters to be set within the Solve Dialog, where the Physics of the problem, 
type of study, turbulence, etc…. are defined. 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-BE8C3B02-3613-4237-AD18-033FE3002C34
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To learn more about solving the simulation, click here. 

 

Results in Autodesk CFD – Learning what you didn´t know 

 
Results are the objective of every CFD simulation. They reveal the performance of the design. 
They tell you if your design meets satisfies its objectives. Results are essential for making 
informed design decisions. 
 
The Autodesk® CFD results visualization environment contains a diverse assortment of tools 
designed to help you view, extract, and share your simulation results quickly, easily, and 
efficiently. The environment presents your results in multiple ways, including graphically-rich 
images, plots, and tabular data files. 
 
The results visualization environment is available both during and after the simulation. This 
seamless feedback keeps you informed at every stage of your simulation. 
 
Click the Results tab to access the visualization environment. 
 

 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-E6E9E50C-C83A-48F7-8BDE-16728F924A61
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The Autodesk® CFD Results tasks help you accomplish two primary goals: 

1. Visualize Results – Using Planes and Isosurfaces – With these, we can display 
results directly on the model, also being able to see vectors, XY plots, and calculate 
some bulk values 

2. Extract Results Values – using Wall Calculators, Parts and Points – With these, we 
can extract specific values like calculated forces, heat in different parts, or variables 
in particular points. 

Here is where you learn how the flow and heat move within your model. Autodesk® CFD has some 
great tools for visualizing and extracting results. 

The type of result you need largely depends on the type of application, having different objectives for 
types of studies, like flow control devices (focusing on fluid flow and pressure drop), or electronics 
cooling (focusing on temperatures and air ventilating out). Let´s focus a bit on the AEC simulations, 
as those are the typical ones from Revit. 

AEC 

AEC simulations show how the ventilation air moves in relation to the occupant and if the occupant is 
comfortable. 

 

To practice with an AEC model, click here. 

To learn more about visualizing results, click here. 

 

 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-63493B3E-3477-41D5-8FC0-E1D6F3BC608D
http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-BDC6758D-BB45-43E9-B4E7-233904B36232
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Decision Centre – Looping back into Revit 
 

Autodesk® CFD makes it easy to transfer settings from one model to another and run variations in the 
same design study. 

Running a single is often just the first step in the process. In many cases, it is necessary to explore 
multiple design alternatives, compare the results, and determine which worked best. 

 

The Decision Center is the environment for comparing design alternatives. Use it to identify the design 
that satisfies your design objectives by performing the following tasks: 

• Extract specific results values 

• Compare results from multiple scenarios 

Visualization objects such as Results Parts, Results Planes, Result Points, and XY-plots form the 
basis of the Decision Center. Create an object on one Scenario, designate it as a "Summary" object, 
and the Decision Center computes the results on every scenario in the Study. 

To open the Decision Center, click the Decision Center tab. 

Use the Decision Center to manage all summary items: 
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Creating Model Variations 

There are two primary types of design comparisons: 

• One involves varying geometric features in the CAD model to produce design variations. 

• The other is to vary settings such as material or boundary conditions on the same geometric 
model. 

To compare geometry variations – DIFFERENT DESIGNS (GEOMETRY) 

1. You must first make a copy of the design in the Design Study bar. To do this, right click on the 
design name, and click Clone. Enter a name for this new design, select which scenarios 
should be included in the new design, and indicate if you want to clone the mesh and results 
as well as the geometry and settings. 

2. Return to your CAD model, make the appropriate changes. 
3. Launch back into Autodesk® CFD. In the Design Study Manager, select the name of the new 

design, and click Update design. 
4. Confirm that all simulation settings are correctly applied and update the settings as necessary. 
5. Run the new scenario. 

Click here to learn more about this process. 

Alternate workflow 

1. Instead of cloning the design, return directly to the CAD model and make the needed changes. 
2. Launch back into Autodesk® CFD. In the Design Study Manager, input the name of the new 

design, and click Add to design study. 

Click here to learn more about this process. 

To compare settings on the same geometry – DIFFERENT SCENARIOS (SETTINGS) 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-EBBB074F-C21E-45AF-811A-530F0CBCE87B
http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-E9F7082E-7E8C-465A-89A8-1DFA9AD0A292#GUID-E9F7082E-7E8C-465A-89A8-1DFA9AD0A292
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To vary settings such as boundary conditions, materials, or mesh settings, clone the scenario: 

1. Right click on the scenario name in the Design Study bar and click Clone. 
2. Enter the name of the new scenario. 
3. Modify the appropriate simulation settings on the new scenario. 
4. Run the new scenario. 

Compare Results from Multiple Scenarios 

After running multiple variations, you can create Summary items and use the Decision Center to 
compare the performance of each scenario.After capturing Summary items, compare them in the 
Decision Center. To open the Decision Center, click the Decision Center tab: 

 

The Decision Center appears in the Design Study Bar: 

 

Updating Summary Items 

The following symbol means that a Summary item either has not been mapped to the other scenarios 

or that the results have changed since the last time it was mapped:  

To update the Summary item, click Update All from the Decision Center tab:  

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-FF8A793F-8C46-46CF-822B-542112D892B3
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Alternatively, right click on Decision Center, and click Update all: 

 

You can update individual Summary items by right clicking on them and selecting the update 
command. 

Viewing Summary Values 

Use Summary Values to compare data from Summary Planes, Summary Points, and Summary 
Parts. To view the Summary Values table, click on a summary entity in the Decision Center. 

 

Viewing Summary Images in the Design Review Center 

Use the Design Review Center to compare visual data with captured Summary Images. Click the 
image name in the Decision Center, and the image for each scenario appears in a separate thumbnail 
image in the Output bar. To add a thumbnail view to the display, drag it into the graphics window. 
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You can also divide the model screen into multiple viewports to compare results side-by-side: 

 

Do this with View > Window > Viewports. 

For more about the Decision Center... 

http://help.autodesk.com/view/SCDSE/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-FF8A793F-8C46-46CF-822B-542112D892B3
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Useful links for further documentation:  
 

 
 


